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Rethinking Fidelity
Q: Are there any secrets to long-lasting relationships?
A: Infidelity. Not the act itself, but the threat of it. For Proust, an
injection of jealousy is the only thing capable of rescuing a relationship ruined by habit.
-Alain de Botton, How Proust Can Change Your Life
The bonds of wedlock are so heavy that it takes two to carry them, sometimes three.
-Alexandre Dumas
THE TALMUD, THE GREAT COMPILATION of rabbinic tradition, tells the following parable. Every night, Rabbi Bar Ashi would prostrate himself before merciful God and beg to be saved from the evil urge. His wife, overhearing him, would think, "It's been a number of years since he has withdrawn from me. What makes him say that?" So one day, as he is studying in the garden, she dresses herself up as Haruta and meets him there. (Haruta was the name of the quintessential prostitute in ancient Babylon. The word also means "freedom" in Hebrew.)
"Who are you?" he-asks.

Monolithic Monogamy
monogamy was viewed as one sexual partner for life, like swans and wolves. Today, it has come to mean having one sexual partner at a time. (As it turns out, even swans and wolves only appear to be monogamous.) The woman who marries, divorces, is single for a while, has several lovers, remarries, divorces, then marries for a third time can nonetheless meet the criteria for monogamy provided that she remains sexually exclusive within each relationship. Yet a man who is committed to the same woman for fifty years, but allows himself a one-night tryst in the fifteenth year, is readily consigned to the category of the infidel. If you've cheated, you've cheated.
As Bob Dylan sang "The times they are a-changing." In the past fifty years we have opened ourselves to a wealth of new marital and family configurations. We can have straight, gay, or transgender marriages. We can have domestic partnerships. We can be single parents, stepparents, adoptive parents, or child-free. Successive marriages and blended families are common. We can cohabitate and never marry, or we can be in a commuter marriage with only brief stints under one roof. Finely attuned to the fragility of matrimony, we now have prenuptial agreements and no-fault divorce. All these arrangements have redefined boundaries both within the couple and between the couple and the outside world. Yet, however elastic our attitudes toward marriage, we remain unflinching in our insistence on monogamy. With few exceptions-movie stars, aging hippies, swingers -the borders we draw around sexual exclusivity remain rigid.
Our love affair with monogamy arguably comes at some cost. The Brazilian family therapist Michele Scheinkman says, "American culture has great tolerance for divorce~where there is a total breakdown of the loyalty bond and painful effects for the whole family-but it is a culture with no tolerance for sexual infidelity." We would rather kill a relationship than question its structure.
So entrenched is our faith in monogamy that most couples, particularly heterosexual couples, rarely broach the subject openly.
"I am Haruta," she answers.
"I want you," he commands.
"Bring me the pomegranate on the uppermost branch," she
demands in turn.
He brings her the pomegranate, and takes her.
When he returns home his wife is tending the fire. He rises, and
tries to throw himself in. She asks, "Why are you doing so?" "Because thus and thus happened," he confesses.
"But it was I," she responds.
"I, however, intended the forbidden."
The moment two people becaome a couple, they begin to deal with boundaries-what is in and what is out. You choose one among all others, then draw the lines around your blissful union. Now the questions begin. What am I free to do alone and what do I have to share? Do we go to bed at the same time? Will you be joining my family at every Thanksgiving? Sometimes we negotiate these arrangements explicitly, but more often we proceed by trial and error. You see how much you can get away with before tripwiring on sensitivities. Why didn't you ask me to join you? I thought we'd travel together. A look, a comment, a bruised silence-these are the clues we have to interpret. We intuit how often to see each other, how often to talk, and how much sharing is expected. We sift through our respective friendships and decide how important they're allowed to be now that we have each other. We sort out ex-lovers-do we know about them, talk about them, see them? Whether aboveboard or below, we delineate zones of privacy as well as zones of togetherness.
The mother of all boundaries, the reigning queen, is fidelity, for she more than any other confirms our union. Traditionally,

They have no need to discuss what's a given. Even those who are otherwise willing to probe sexuality in all its permutations are often reluctant to negotiate the hard lines around exclusivity. Monogamy has an absolute quality. According to this way of thinking, you can't be mostly monogamous, or 98 percent monogamous, or periodically nonmonogamous. Discussing fidelity implies that it's open to discussion, no longer an imperative. The prospect of betrayal is too dark, so we avoid the subject with practiced denial. We fear that the smallest chink in our armor will let in Sodom and Gomorrah.
Despite a 50 percent divorce rate for first marriages and 65
percent the second time around; despite the staggering frequency of affairs; despite the fact that monogamy is a sinking ship faster than anyone can bail it out, we continue to cling to the wreckage with absolute faith in its structural soundness.
Finding the One
passionate lovers. Modern marriage promises us that there is Ode person out there with'whom all this is possible if we can just find her. So tenaciously do we hold to the idea that marriage is for everything that the disenchanted opt for divorce or affairs not because they question the institution, but because they think they chose the wrong person with whom to reach this nirvana. Next time they'll choose better. The focus is always on the object of our love, not on our capacity to love. Hence the psychologist Erich Fromm makes the point that we think it's easy to love, but hard to find the right person. Once we've found "the one," we will need no one else.
The exclusiveness we seek in monogamy has roots in our earliest experience of intimacy with our primary caretakers. The feminist psychoanalyst Nancy Chodorow writes, "This primary tendency, I shall be loved always, everywhere, in every way, my whole body, my whole being-without any criticism, without the slightest effort on my part-is the final aim of all erotic striving." In our adult love we seek to recapture the primordial oneness we felt with Mom. The baby knows no separateness. Once upon a time, there was one person whose only role was to be there for us. In the ecstatic communion between mother and child, there is no gap. To the newborn the mother is everything
all at once, inseparable, unbounded: her skin, her breast, her voice, her smile, it is all for him. As a pink-bottomed baby, we were full and fulfilled, and somewhere deep inside we've never forgotten that Eden.
Those of us who didn't know this idyllic state-those with mothers who were unavailable, inconsistent, absent, or selfish-are often even more determined to find the perfect partner.
The question remains: isn't the oneness we strive to get back to itself a fantasy? For the child, Mom is the be-all and end-all, but the mother has always known other people. She even has a jealous lover, the father. As it turns out, Mom was never totally faithful-not even once upon a time.
So the specter of betrayal is there from the beginning. We grow
Historically, monogamy was an externally imposed system of control over women's reproduction. "Which child is mine? Who gets the cows when I die?" Fidelity, as a mainstay of patriarchal society, was about lineage and property; it had nothing to do with love. Today, particularly in the West, it has everything to do with love. When marriage shifted from a contractual arrangement to a matter of the heart, faithfulness became a mutual expression of love and commitment. Once a social prohibition directed at women, fidelity is now a personal choice for both sexes. Conviction has replaced convention.
These days, we are our own matchmakers. No longer obligated to marry who we must, we set out with a new ideal of what we want, and we want plenty. Our desiderata still include everything the traditional family was meant to provide-security, children, property, respectability-but now we also want our Joe to love us, to desire
us, to be interested in us. We should be confidants, best friends, and

up with it. The isolating conditions of modern life only amplify the rumbling insecurity that hides in the background of our romantic possessiveness. Fear of loss and fear of abandonment tighten our grip on fidelity. In a culture where everything is disposable and downsizing confirms just how replaceable we really are, our need to feel secure in our primary relationship is all the greater. The smaller we feel in the world, the more we need to shine in the eyes of our partner. We want to know that we matter, and that, for at least one person, we are irreplaceable. We long to feel whole, to rise above the prison of our solitude.
Perhaps this is why our insistence on sexual exclusivity is absolute. Because adult sexual love momentarily reenacts that most primitive form of early fusion-the merging of bodies, the nipple that fills our entire mouth and leaves us completely satiated-the thought of our beloved with another is cataclysmic. Sex, we feel, is the ultimate betrayal.
Monogamy, it follows, is the sacred cow of the romantic ideal, for it is the marker of our specialness: I have been chosen and others renounced. When you turn your back on other loves, you confirm my uniqueness; when your hand or mind wanders, my importance is shattered. Conversely, if I no longer feel special, my own hands and mind tingle with curiosity. The disillusioned are prone to roam. Might someone else restore my significance?
kind. Down-to-earth, practical, and wild in bed. I thought I'd hit the matrimonial jackpot."
Several years into the marriage, she has stopped responding to him so enthusiastically. She still has a lot of energy, but much of it is directed elsewhere. The kids demand her attention. Animation saps her creativity. And her size X-L family-her parents, her five sisters, and all their kids-are the hub of her social life. Doug feels unnoticed. Without sex to distinguish him among the cast of characters
in his wife's busy life, he feels increasingly irrelevant, like an extra.
In the ensuing years, Doug's growing irritability is punctuated
by brief flashes of seductive instigation. He whisks Zoe away on romantic weekends, carefully selects the weekly DVDs, buys earrings because she fancies dangling baubles. For the .most part, Zoe is game. But the more Doug pursues her, the more he realizes how essential his effort is, and this depresses him. Despite all the kindling, he never manages to light the roaring blaze he needs. The more he tries to fill the gap, the emptier he feels. His eyes begin to wander, and when they finally focus, it's not on Zoe; it's on Naomi.
This striking redheaded retail buyer isn't subtle about expressing her attraction to Doug. She finds excuses to go into his office, and once there, she lingers. She's impressed by how well he handled their boss; she likes that suit; are those new glasses? A sand
wich turns into a drink turns into a five-year affair. The sex is fiery, but that's not what the affair is about. It's about the abundance of attention, and the exhilaration of the illicit. With Naomi, who never lacks for male attention, Doug is irresistible. She misses him on the weekends; she's jealous about his other life. And while her possessiveness drains him, and is sometimes annoying, it also confirms exactly how important he is.
When Doug comes to see me, he can barely manage the contradictions in his life. His marriage, which is supposed to be monogamous1 is not. His affair, which is de facto nonmonogamous, has
The Matrimonial Jackpot
Doug met his first wife in college. They were good friends, but their sex life was never particularly interesting. Eventually it, and the marriage, fizzled out. He went on to have a few passionate relationships that left him sexually invigorated but emotionally spent. Then he met Zoe, an energetic and joyful CGI artist with what he calls a "low neurotic quotient." He goes on, "She was one of a

Unpacking the Affair
easily distracts us from the real issues behind his behavior. I prefer a morally neutral stance that leaves us free to explore the meaning of the affair rather than the ethics of it. Once Doug understands the motives that drove him into Naomi's arms, he'll be able to draw his own conclusions, both about what he did and about what he Wqnts to do henceforth.
People stray for many reasons-tainted love, revenge, unfulfilled longings, plain old lust. At times an affair is a quest for intensity, or a rebellion against the confines of matrimony. Transgression is an aphrodisiac, and sometimes secrets are a source of autonomy, or a backlash against lack of privacy. What could be more titillating than a whispered phone call in the bathroom? Finally, the harried mom can feel like a woman again; her lover knows nothing about the broken Lego set or the plumber who failed to show up for the second time.
An illicit liaison can be catastrophic, but it can also be a liberation, a source of strength, a healing. Frequently it is all these things at once. When the intimacy is gone, when we no longer talk, when we haven't been touched in years, we are more vulnerable to the kindness of strangers. When the kids are young and needy, extramarital appreciation can feel like a tonic. When they're older and gone, empty nesters may seek replenishment elsewhere. If our health fails us, or if we've just been visited by death, we may experience outbursts of dissatisfaction, a cry for something better. Some affairs are acts of resistance; others happen when we offer no resistance at all. Straying can sound an alarm for the marriage, signaling an urgent need to pay attention. Or it can be the death knell that follows a relationship's last, gasping breath.
I question the widespread view that infidelity is always a symptom of deeper problems in a relationship. Affairs are motivated by a myriad of forces; not all of them are directly related to flaws in the marriage. As it happens, plenty of adulterers are reasonably content in their relationships. So was Doug. But he wanted more.
just ended because he couldn't meet Naomi's demand for fidelity. "The whole thing is insane," he tells me. "Naomi wanted me to stop having sex with Zoe, which I told her I couldn't do. So she started seeing someone else, and now they're talking about marriage. She's refusing to have sex with me, and she's completely secretive about her relationship with Evan. I'm so jealous I'm obsessed. The thought of her in the arms of another guy makes me nuts."
	"I hope the irony isn't lost on you," I tell him.. "You demand
	fidelity in the very place that's defined by infidelity."
	"Yeah, but that's her infidelity, not mine," he answers.
"Oh, yes, I forgot there's a double standard. She and Zoe are both expected to remain faithful to you while you remain faithful to neither?"
	"Something like that, yeah. Not a very fair arrangement, I
know. Believe me, I'm not proud."
"So why didn't you leave Zoe?" I ask. "If you had all this with Naomi, why didn't you follow the burning bush, the fire that never consumes?"
"I love Zoe," Doug says, shocked at the implications of what I've just said. "I've never really wanted to leave my marriage. I have a good thing with Zoe, and I don't want to live away from my kids. Anyway, Naomi and I married? That would be a disaster."
	"So this wasn't an exit affair. Maybe more like a stabilizer,
where the third person helps keep the other two in place?"
	"I don't know. Maybe. The point is that I didn't think. I just did
it. I followed my gut, and now I feel like shit."
On some level, I think Doug would like me to confirm that indeed he has done something terribly wrong. He has betrayed his vows, a moral offense in black and white. But wholesale condemnation too

He couldn't articulate what it was exactly, only that it had something to do with more frequent sex.
Together, Doug and I explore the anatomy of his passion, and I come to understand what needs are met in his tumultuous relationship with Naomi. For him, sex is a place of emotional nourishment and a sanctuary. It is love incarnate. Through sex he reaches an ego-less oblivion that makes him feel at one with the world. Passion grants Doug ultimate relief from the unbearable aloneness of being. "It's like I'm gone; it washes everything out. That kind of absolute focus, total attention, somehow releases me from myself. I stop thinking, the sensation washes up my spine, through my brain, and out. But there's no observing of what's going on." Lovemaking is all-encompassing. With Naomi, Doug is able to maintain this high-octane, transcendent sex. In part, this is because erotically they are made of the same cloth. But, more important-the very structure of their affair, and of all affairs, lends itself to passion.
Affairs are risky, dangerous, and labile, all elements that fuel excitement. In the self-contained universe of adulterous love you are secluded from the rest of the world, and your bond is strengthened by the secrecy that surrounds it. Never exposed to broad daylight, the spell of the other is preserved. There's no need to worry that your friends won't like him, since nobody knows about him. Affairs unfold in the margins of our lives, and are luxuriously free of the dental appointments, taxes, and bills.
Then there are barriers to overcome. To see each other, you have to make an effort, sometimes a huge one. There are hoops to jump through, schedules to juggle, locations to secure, excuses to invent. And all that unflagging zeal repeatedly affirms the lovers'
importance to each other. Seen in this light, Doug's transgression was an attempt to recapture what he once had with his wife and could not live without: a sense of importance, a relief from loneliness, and a feeling of robustness.
You Can Go Home Again
By the time the affair ends, Doug's marriage is down to the bare bones. Doug and Zoe are cordial, respectful, even occasionally affectionate, but emotionally they have flatlined. They have grown accustomed to vagueness regarding his repeated absences. His overtures are few and far between, and he is distracted. He is afraid of unintentionally disclosing something with a slip of the tongue; his secrecy is taking up more and more acreage in their marriage, leaving him with few subjects he can freely discuss with Zoe: the kids, the president, and the weather.
As we unravel what sparked Doug's affair with Naomi, it becomes clear to me why he chose not to fight for her but instead to stay with his wife. Zoe is terra firma. At the same time, her ability to keep things in perspective gives her a certain ease; it's not hard for her to sleep through the night, or to get up in the morning. Zoe doesn't seek passion. She is rarely swept away. With Naomi, Doug
may have found the single missing piece, but with Zoe he has the rest of the puzzle.
Doug and I discuss how his ideal of marriage holds up to the reality of his own particular union. He wants heat and warmth in the same place. He wants the kitchen table to be an altar of carnal merging at night, and a sunny breakfast nook for pancakes with the kids the next morning. But Doug will probably never experience with Zoe the same intensity he has had with Naomi. Affairs have their own brand of passion. Secrecy, torment, guilt, transgression, danger, risk, and jealousy are highly combustible, a Molotov cocktail, an erotic explosion far too threatening in a home with children.
As Doug becomes clearer about what he can reasonably expect from his marriage, a new set of questions arises. What are
his options now that he has chosen to stay? Can he recognize his

desires without having to act on them? Will he continue to negotiate monogamy privately, without Zoe's knowledge, as is typical in affairs; or might he opt for a more open discussion of the sexual boundaries around their marriage? Must he disclose the affair in order to reconnect with his wife? What can he do with his guilt?
The answers change every day. Last week, it seemed as if he would never be able to look her in the eye unless he came clean. Today, it seems that the most loving thing he can do is to keep his mess to himself. "Do I break her heart just to ease my conscience? Sometimes I think she's known all along, and the only reason she hasn't left me is because I've kept my mouth shut. At least this way she gets to hold on to her dignity."
Most American couples therapists believe that affairs must be disclosed if intimacy is to be rebuilt. This idea goes hand in hand with our model of intimate love, which celebrates transparencyhaving no secrets, telling no lies, sharing everything. In fact, some people condemn the deception even more than the transgression: "It's not that you cheated, it's that you lied to me!" To the American way of thinking, respect is bound up with honesty, and honesty is essential to personal responsibility. Hiding, dissimulation, and other forms of deception amount to disrespect. You lie only to those beneath you: children, constituents, employees.
In other cultures, respect is more likely to be expressed with gentle untruths that aim at preserving the partner's honor. A protective opacity is preferable t9 telling truths that might result in
humiliation. Hence concealment not only maintains marital harmony but also is a mark of respect. Informed by my own cultural influences, I defer to Doug's decision to remain silent, and at the same time I encourage him to pursue other ways to reconnect with his wife. His marriage has been on "pause" for a long time; now he needs to push the "play" button.
Doug reinvests in his relationship with Zoe. With more time
on his hands, and being generally more available, he begins to redirect his abundant resources toward his wife. She feigns surprise at the sudden return of her Odysseus, but beneath her wisecracking "Howdy Stranger" attitude, Doug knows that she is relieved. I encourage him to pump up his involvement with the kids,. the house, and the social calendar, hoping that relieving Zoe of some domestic burdens may open her to the erotic.
In his attempts to be more forthcoming, Doug even asks Zoe if she ever finds herself attracted to other men. Her answer is elusive, "Maybe I do. Maybe I don't. What's it to you?" This leaves him slightly rattled. "When someone is as wrapped up in secrecy as you've been," I remark, "it's easy to imagine that you're the mysterious one, the rebel, and she's Penelope sitting at her loom, waiting
for you to come home. So maybe she has a few secrets of her own, . fantasies of men who can give her what you can't."
Marriage is imperfect. We start with a desire for oneness, and then we discover our differences. Our fears are aroused by the prospect of all the things we're never going to have. We fight. We withdraw. We blame our partners for failing to make us whole. We look
elsewhere. Sadly, too many of us stay stuck in this place until we're bald or gray. Others mourn the loss of the dream, then come to
terms with the choice they made. Love is anchored in acceptance. When Doug comes to know himself, and to recognize Zoe for who she is, he can finally turn their differences into riches.
The Shadow of the Third
At the boundary of every couple lives the third. He's the high school sweetheart whose hands you still remember, the pretty cashier, the handsome fourth-grade teacher you flirt with when you pick your son up at school. The smiling stranger on the subway is the third. So, too, are the stripper, the porn star, and the sex worker, whether
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touched or untouched. He is the one a woman fantasizes about when she makes love to her husband. Increasingly, she can be found on the Internet. Real or imagined, embodied or not, the third is the fulcrum on which a couple balances. The third is the manifestation of our desire for what lies outside the fence. It is the forbidden.
The affair is the third, but so, too, is the wife at home. Naomi is the hidden shadow in Doug's marriage, but Zoe lives at the center of the affair. The lovers' jealousy depends on the presence of the spouse. Without the betrothed, all the possessiveness, passion, and
insanity of fevered lovers will simply go limp. Perhaps this is why so few affairs last after the marriage that inspired them dissolves. The true test of love in an affair begins only when the obstacle is removed.
All relationships live in the shadow of the third, for it is the other that solders our dyad. In his book Monogamy, Adam Phillips writes, "The couple is a resistance to the intrusion of the third, but in order for it to last it is indispensable to have enemies. That is why the monogamous can't live without them. When we are two, we are together. In order to form a couple, we need to be three."
What then is a couple to do? Many of the patients I meet sim
ply refuse to acknowledge the third. They're drawn by the lure of oneness, which insists that there is no need for others. Perfect love is sufficient unto itself. So fragile is this fusion that the presence of another, even in fantasy, is powerful enough to shatter it.
This is poignantly illustrated in the Stanley Kubrick's film Eyes Wide Shut. Bill and Alice have just returned from a lavish black-tie Christmas party that has sparked a conversation about sex. Bill
has always assumed that Alice, like him, is essentially incapable of infidelity. "You're my wife and my child's mother and I'm sure of you. You'd never be unfaithful. I'm sure of you." Alice, outraged at his presumption and emboldened by a joint they have just smoked, decides to enlighten him. She describes in agonizing detail just how
powerful the presence of the other can be, even when it is nothing more than a mirage. She tells him of her febrile fantasy about a naval officer she desired from a distance. They never met; nonetheless, his instant hold on her was so strong she would have given up everything if he'd only asked. She also says that this happened on a day when she and Bill had just made love, and Bill had never been dearer to her.
Bill is devastated by his wife's revelation, and he spends the rest of the film trying to avenge the betrayal and restore order to his broken world. What struck me is that, for Bill, a fantasy could generate the same sense of violation as an actual affair.
Bill is like many of the partners I meet. His security rests not only on what Alice does but also on what she thinks. Her fantasies are proof of. her freedom and separateness, and that scares him. The third points to other possibilities, choices we didn't make, and in this way it's bound up with our freedom. Laura Kipnis says, "What is more anxiogenic than a partner's freedom, which might mean the freedom not to love you, or to stop loving you, or to love someone else, or to become a different person than the one who once pledged to love you always and now... perhaps doesn't?" If she can think about others, she might love others, and that is intolerable.
Fortress Love
The menace of the third is intrinsic to the experience of love, and even the most controlling marriage may not be able to allay our anxieties. Nevertheless, many of us do try. "You were with that guy for a while. What were you talking about?" "You spend a lot of time on the computer. Is it all work?" "Where have you been?" "Who was there?" "Did you miss me?" Many of our inquiries hover at the border between intimacy and intrusiveness. We want

to know, but we don't want to be too obvious. We say that we ask because we care, but often it's because we're afraid.
So we set up rules and hope our partners will comply, and in this way we preemptively secure faithfulness by keeping a tight leash. Desire is insubordinate; actions <ire susceptible to reason and so are easier to control. You're not allowed to have close personal friends of the opposite sex. You can't go to a movie with so-and-so unless other people are there. No videos we can't watch together. No strip clubs, except for bachelor parties. No male dancers. That dress is too revealing. You can't reminisce fondly about exes, and you certainly can't see them alone when they pass through town. When our anxiety is too much for us, we fall back on more primitive means of control: we spy. We check credit card statements, the browser's "back" button, the gas tank, the cell phone, scavenging for information. But these strategies inevariably fall short. The inter.rogations, the injunctions, and even the forensic evidence fail to assuage our fundamental fear of our partner's freedom. Our beloved might desire someone else.
Trouble looms when monogamy is no longer a free expression of loyalty but a form of enforced compliance. Excessive monitoring can set the stage for what Stephen Mitchell calls "acts of exuberant defiance." When the third is denied, some people decide to negotiate it privately. Affairs, online encounters, strip clubs, and sex on business trips are common transgressions that establish psychological distance from an overbearing relationship. When the third is exiled to somewhere, only permitted outside the marriage, that is where he is sought.
notes that our companionate, romantic model of marriage, which stresses togetherness and honesty, "is much better at spelling out the criteria for intimacy than those for autonomy." The emphasis is on building closeness, not on sustaining individuality. My patients who adhere closely to this ethos of intimacy wind up feeling~that their individual aspirations, or those of their partner, are no longer legitimate. The invincible we supersedes the puny I.
Niv was frustrated by his girlfriend's early bedtime. "She's a dancer and she goes to sleep at nine o'clock at night. I can't fall asleep that early, so I just lie there." When I ask him if he ever goes out with
his friends after she's gone to bed, he's astonished. "I can do that?" The idea of doing that-or even of asking-had never occurred to him. Leila and Mario have been steady dance partners since raves
were hip. But when she starts dating Angela, who has two left feet and can't stand loud music, she becomes uncomfortable about her weekly date with Mario. She doesn't want to hurt Angela.
Armed with an ideology of love that advocates togetherness, we are awkward about pursuing autonomy. This is especially true of the individuality of our desire. Even couples who grant one anothe~ considerable space elsewhere-separate vacations, nights out on the town, close friends of the opposite sex-grapple with the idea that they might have an erotic life independent of each other. I'm not talking about extramarital sex. I'm talking about a sexual self that is discrete, that generates its own images, responds to others, and is delighted when it gets turned on unexpectedly. It is all these contingencies of desire that I bring to bear on my work with couples.
Monogamous Marriage in a Promiscuous Society
The Invincible We
In principle we understand that we each deserve privacy, though in practice, this matter is a bit trickier. The psychologist Janet Reibstein
Generally, the role of therapists is to challenge the cultural status quo. We regularly encourage our patients to examine their assumptions about what's normal, acceptable, and expected. Yet sexual

boundaries are one of the few areas where therapists seem to mirror the dominant culture. Monogamy is the norm, and sexual fidelity is considered to be mature, committed, and realistic. Nonmonogamy, even consensual nonmonogamy, is suspect. It points to a lack of commitment or a fear of intimacy. It undermines the couple.
As one of my colleagues firmly stated, "Open marriage doesn't work. Thinking you can do it is totally naive. We tried it in the seventies and it was a disaster." "That may be so, but the closed marriage is hardly a guarantee against disaster," I cautioned. "And the monogamous ideal, which a decent chunk of married folks don't live up to, may be no less naive. If anything, it seems to invite transgressions that are excruciatingly painful." My colleague, an excellent family therapist, was nevertheless taking an all-or-nothing approach to fidelity. In this view, emotional commitment demands sexual exclusivity, and brooks no gradations.
Yet we live in a world that offers us little help with staying put or making do. In our consumer culture, we always want the next best thing: the latest, the newest, the youngest. Failing that, we at least want more: more intensity, more variety, more stimulation. We seek instant gratification and are increasingly intolerant of any frustration. Nowhere are we encouraged to be satisfied with what we have, to think, "This is good. This is enough." Sex is part and parcel of this economy-some people might even say that sex propels it. That dress, that car, those shoes, this lotion, a new tattoo, buns of steel, all carry the promise of a more sexually fulfilled life. We are convinced that sexual gratification and personal happiness go hand in hand. Earthly delights are everywhere, a veritable banquet, and we feel entitled to join the feast. No wonder people often feel restless in marriage. The fantasy of infinite variety is thwarted by commitment.
This isn't a justification of infidelity, or an endorsement. Temptation has existed since Eve bit the apple, but so, too, have injunc
tions against it. The Catholic church is expert not only in avoiding temptation but also in meting out penance for those we couldn't resist. What's different today is not the desires themselves but the fact that we feel obligated to pursue them-at least until we tie the knot, when we're suddenly expected to renounce all we've been encouraged to want. Monogamy stands alone, like the Dutch boy with his finger in the dike, trying to hold back a flood of unbridled licentiousness.
Inviting the Shadow
Some couples choose not to ignore the lure of the forbidden. Instead, they subvert its power by inviting it in. "I would never want him to be unfaithful, but knowing it's possible keeps me sexually interested in him." "Pretending there are no handsome men in the world doesn't make my relationship safer and certainly doesn't make it more honest." "My girlfriend is beautiful. Men are always coming on to her. The way she laughs it off makes me feel great; she keeps picking me." These couples share fantasies, read erotica together, or reminisce about the past. They admit that, yes, the delivery man was hot. So was the computer tech, the salesman at Barney's, your neurologist, the neighbor's wife.
Selena and Max have license to flirt but draw the line at realiz
ing the possibilities. "We're both gluttons for attention. I get a real ego boost when someone hits on me, especially now that I have a kid. And when someone hits on Max? Forget it. I feel like I'm going home with the prom king." Max and Selena like to play with possessiveness, but both are dead certain of the rules of the game.
When Elsa returns from a conference, Gerard is always curious about whom she met. "Was there anyone interesting? Did you tell him about your fantastic husband? And were you flirting while you were raving about me?"

Wendy has always known that George has a weakness for blonds. So last Thursday she decided to be one for the day. She donned a platinum wig and a trench coat and showed up unannounced at the building site to take him to lunch. He says, "Great. The guys are going to think I'm having an affair." Wendy doesn't miss a beat: "Let them be jealous."
These couples, in their own ways, have chosen to acknowledge the possibility of the third: the recognition that our partner has his or her own sexuality, replete with fantasies and desires that aren't necessarily about us. When we validate one another's freedom within the relationship, we're less inclined to search for it elsewhere. In this sense, inviting the third goes some way toward containing its volatility, not to mention its appeal. It is no longer a shadow but a presence, something to talk about openly, joke about, play with. When we can tell the truth safely, we are less inclined to keep secrets.
Rather than inhibiting a couple's sexuality, recognizing the third has a tendency to add spice, not least because it reminds us that we do not own our partners. We should not take them for granted. In uncertainty lies the seed of wanting. In addition, when we establish psychological distance, we, too, can peek at our partner with the admiring eyes of a stranger, noticing once again what habit has prevented us from seeing. Finally, renouncing others reaffirms our choice: he is the one I want. We admit our roving desires, yet push them back. We flirt with them, all the while keeping them at a safe distance. Perhaps this is another way of looking at maturity: not as passionless love, but as love that knows of other passions not chosen.
Inviting the Third
lights. Few subjects having to do with committed love evoke such a visceral response. What if she falls in love with him? What if he never comes back? The idea that you can love one person and have sex with another with impunity makes us shudder. We fear that transgressing one limit can lead to the potential breach of allli1nits. We conjure up images of chaos: promiscuity, orgies, debauchery. Against this decadence, being a couple is the only barricade. It protects us from our impulses. It is our best defense against unbridled animality.
Adam Phillips makes the point that "monogamy is a kind of moral nexus, a keyhole through which we can spy on our preoccupations." A number of thorny questions arise in discussion of consensual nonmonogamy. Is emotional commitment always bound to sexual exclusivity? Can we love more than one person at the same time? Is sex ever "just sex"? Are men more naturally prone to roam than women? These questions perhaps top the list, but there are more: Is jealousy an expression of love or a sign of insecurity? Why are we eager to share our friends, but demand exclusivity from our lover? I don't pretend to have an answer to these questions. I do believe, however, that we can benefit from taming our romantic nostalgia in order to ponder them seriously.
Even our most entrenched beliefs about sexuality are susceptible to revision. We once shunned premarital sex and homosexuality;
they are now more or less accepted in most circles. In recent years, a small group of men and women have taken on monogamy as the
next big battle in their personal fight for sexual emancipation.
Joan and Hiro describe having two types of sex: sex for love and sex for fun. The latter they reserve for their annual trip to a swingers' convention in Las Vegas. They tell me that it has done wonders for their sex life as well as for their intimacy. Despite how they may appear, Joan and Hiro are champions of the marital ideals they seem to be defying. They don't question the institution of
There are a lot of ways to invite the third into a relationship that don't include extramarital sex, and a few that do. For most people, the mention of sexually open relationships sets off the red warning

marriage. In fact, they seek to preserve it. They value togetherness, honesty, and sharing. Even fidelity is upheld in their arrangement. Joan and Hiro have effectively neutralized the threat of infidelity by channeling it into their relationship. And, as the anthropologist Katherine Frank wryly notes, "What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas." Swinging is a form of consensual adultery. It also accords equal freedom to both partners.
Eric and Jaxon are also fans of recreational sex, and in the ten years they've been together they've always made a distinction between emotional loyalty and sexual exclusivity within their commitment. "Right from the start we talked about sex with other men. We're open about it. For us, the real commitment is the emotional one. Sex outside the relationship isn't a deal-breaker. I guess you could call us emotionally monogamous, sexually promiscuous."
Arlene, sixteen years older than Jenna, explains, "I know sex matters, it's just not so important to me anymore. And the older I get, the less I care." Jenna feels she's in her prime, and isn't ready for early retirement. They've agreed that when Jenna goes on location for a shoot, she's allowed to have her fun provided she doesn't forget where her priorities lie. When I ask Arlene if she isn't threatened by this arrangement, she replies, "Of course I am. But at this point I think that asking Jenna to give up sex entirely would amount to a bigger threat than a few groupies. I can't imagine saying to her, 'Your body belongs to me whether I want it or not.''' Conscious that the juices of eros no longer flow between them, Arlene remakes the idea of fidelity. Monogamy stipulates keeping the forbidden on the outside, but rarely includes provisions for the couple. Eventually, if desire withers, monogamy too easily slides downward into celibacy. When this happens, fidelity becomes a weakness rather than a virtue.
In the twenty-five years that Marguerite and Ian have been together, they've had periods of total exclusivity and episodes of
hurtful infidelity. "When I found out about Marguerite's affair I was devastated," Ian explains. "It took me months to realize I was also jealous. Not of her lover, but of her. Here I'd been resisting other women for years. When she came clean, we took stock. We decided to stay together but open the gates." Marguerite adds, "We're trying to come up with something that works for us. It isn't meant to be a recipe for others." When I ask her if her open marriage isn't painful, she answers, "Sometimes it is. Sometimes it's not. But monogamy-which we never negotiated, by the way-was painful, too."
Skeptics scoff at these arrangements, and question the level of commitment in these relationships. "I've never seen an open marriage last." "Try it for a while, then get back to me." "It's selfish." "Self
indulgent." "When you play with fire someone always gets burned."
Yet it's been my experience that couples who negotiate sexual boundaries, like the ones mentioned above, are no less committed than those who keep the gates closed. In fact, it is their desire to make the relationship stronger that leads them to explore other models of long-term love. Rather than expelling the third from the province of matrimony, they grant it a visitor's visa.
For these couples, fidelity is defined not by sexual exclusivity
but by the strength of their commitment. The boundaries aren't physical but emotional. The primacy of the couple remains paramount. The couples stress emotional monogamy as a sine qua non, and from there they make all sorts of sexual allowances. But far from being a hedonistic free-for-all, these relationships have explicit
contracts which are renegotiated periodically, as the need arises. Marguerite and Ian emphasize that their arrangement is both clear and flexible. "We have our rules-no ongoing affairs, no lovers in the city where we live, no affairs with mutual friends-and as long as we stick to them things seem to be OK. If we need to renegotiate later, we'll do that."

It's interesting to note that although these couples bring a new meaning to the concept of fidelity, they are nonetheless susceptible to betrayal. Trust is crucial in any relationship, and this is no different for those who invite the third into their intimate space. Infidelity lies in breaches of the agreement, in violations of trust. Even though the rules themselves may look very different, they are breakable, and breaking them has equally painful consequences. In this sense, sexually open couples are no different from their monogamous counterparts.
Faced with the complications of affairs, divorce, and remarriage, some of my patients attempt a different course. Nonmonogamous people value the freedom of sexual expression, and they try to reconcile the perennials of love with the surprises of desire, hoping to resist the lassitude that creeps in with time. To repeat Marguerite's words, this is not a recipe for everyone.
more we choke each other's freedom, the harder it is for desire to breathe within a committed relationship.
Pursue the logic, and you have the itinerary for an emotionally enlarging journey. It goes something like this: I know you look at others, but I can't fully know what you see. I know others are looking at you, but I don't really know who it is they're seeing. Suddenly you're no longer familiar. You're no longer a known entity that I need not bother being curious about. In fact, you're quite a mystery. And I'm a little unnerved. Who are you? I want you.
Accommodating the third opens up an erotic expanse where eros needn't worry about wilting. In that expanse, we can be deeply moved by our partner's otherness, and soon thereafter deeply aroused.
I'd like to suggest that we view monogamy not as a given but
as a choice. As such, it becomes a negotiated decision. More to the point, if we're planning to spend fifty years with one soul-and to we want a happy jubilee-it may be wiser to review our contract at various junctures. Just how accommodating each couple may be to the third varies. But at least a nod is more apt to sustain desire with our one and only over the long haul-and perhaps even to create a new "art of loving" for the twenty-first century couple.
The presence of the third is a fact of life; how we deal with it is up to us. We can approach it with fear, avoidance, and moral outrage; or we can bring to it a robust curiosity and a sense of intrigue. In his steamy affair, Doug courts it secretly. Bill's devastation is born of a desperate attempt to deny it. Selena and Max invite it in fantasy, but draw the line there. Joan and Hiro escort the third straight into their bedroom.
Marriage has become a matter of love; love is a matter of choice; and choice implies renouncing others. But that doesn't mean the others are dead. Nor does it mean that we need to deaden our senses so as to protect ourselves from their allure.
Acknowledging the third has to do with validating the erotic separateness of our partner. It follows that our partner's sexuality does not belong to us. It isn't just for and about us, and we should not assume that it rightfully falls within our jurisdiction. It doesn't. Perhaps that is true of action, but certainly not in thought. The

